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From: italiansoul@gmail.com [mailto:italiansoul@gmail.com] On Behalf Of laura kamesar 
Sent: Saturday, June 11,2016 1:38 PM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: 16-0253-GA-BTX 

I live in a beautiful neighborhood, surrounded by forests, creeks, deer, birds and all kinds of critters. I 
revel in the clean air and the green and the beautiful nature sounds., which may be severely impacted 
by a 720 psi pipe transporting natural gas whose construction will severey impact our communities, our 
children,nature, our wild animals, our health., not to mention the danger of explosion of such a pipe 
which by Duke's admission HAS NEVER being built before to that pressure.... Are we sweeping the 
explosion on the 28th April near Pittsburgh under the carpet? And that was only a 400 [pipe, but it 
scorched about 40 acres and the streets were on fire., just by pure luck people were not killed, like In 
San Bruno CA about six yyears ago. Why are we playing with peope's life to allow a greedy company to 
destroy our lifves? I dont mind paying more for gas for my bill if Duke decides to change the route of the 
pipeline {MIND YOU, for their two million customers in TX and LA, not for here) and puts it far far away 
in isolated partsof OHIO and it incurs more costs. I will pay for It. JUST do NOT MESS WITH [PEOPLE'S 
LIVES! 

Laura Kamesa?V400 Elbrook Avenue Cincinnati OH 45237 
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